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Willoughby ‘EMERGE’ Festival at Chatswood Sept 7th

See page 19 for
more information
on our return with
six Micros and two
Scooters to this
event after a
two year absence
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Three Years later and we are back at ‘EMERGE’ Chatswood.
For quite a number of years, the Micro Car & Scooter Club was one of
the few vehicle groups that participated in the Willoughby Fair and street
parade, which is now known as ‘EMERGE’. We were both part of the parade,
and also provided a static display of our vehicles at the top end of the Victoria
street in Anderson street. It was always a popular event for participants
because of the variety and volume of activity, and the spectators who
showed they enjoyed us being there.
Well, three years ago one of our team had an unfortunate experience
with one of the very few unpleasant Highway Patrol Motorbike Officers that
the police force employs, and surprise, surprise this nasty person turned out
to be part of our parade. The result was firstly a booking with a fine of a few
hundred dollars, then secondly when approached to talk it through, the
unspoken threat of further action meant we did the parade then quietly
dispersed. To cut a long story short, it eventually went to court and with very
good preparation, Terry was triumphant and the charge was dismissed.
The event organisers were aware and also very annoyed at what
happened, and were pleased when we ‘got over it’ and back on the scene
this year. Now the MCSC is the only car club in this very large parade, with other
vehicles being Fire engines, and emergency services.
Despite the cold and windy weather, not only the number of food and goods
stalls and community displays have increased, but also the number of spectators, and
entertainers.
MCSC were represented by
Keith Wall, Graham Sims, Danny
Draper, Michel Semaan, Fred Diwell,
John Renshaw, and Geoff Goodwin
in Micros and leading our group on
scooters, were Allen Wall and Terry
Colley. Danny ‘volunteered’ to walk
the name board in front of the group.
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Three Years later and we are back at ‘EMERGE’ Chatswood.
Highlights of this, the 22nd year of the North Shore’s biggest
street Party/Street Fair included:
Street Parade –The flagship event of the Emerge Festival, the
Chatswood CBD sprang to life in a sea of colour as over 800 people show off
their cultures, costumes and style as they march, dance drive and perform in
the annual street parade
Magical Lane – children’s fantasy world including unicorn rides,
jumping castle and animal farm
Big Band Stage – the North Shore’s best concert and school bands
Kidzone Stage - the North Shore’s best dance schools
Rock climbing wall – Victor Street
StreetFair Arcade - Join the Australian E-sports League and play
Just Dance, Super Smash Bros. Ultimate, Mario Tennis Aces, Tekken 7 or
Asphalt 9 on your mobile with Gameloft.
Zen hub – yoga and guided mediation area
International food stalls – delicious food from around the world.
Must be a dead end…...have we been here before ….. where is our leader ?

Danny, our MCSC parade leader.

Geoff, Terry, Allen preparing to ‘parade’
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Willoughby ‘EMERGE’ Festival at Chatswood Sept 7th
Following the parade, we had the choice of A. turning right and working our
way back to the Pacific Highway then back under the railway line to end at
our starting place in Anderson street, or B. turning left and finding our way
through the maze of small streets and lanes, some one way, some closed off
for the festival, and some were actual dead ends. We had tried both in the
past, and it was the left turn’s turn this time. Took a while but we made it
Preparing for the parade start

2019 the year of the friendly cops
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The New Crosley is Here
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The New Crosley is Here
These are the ‘unreadable’ words from the Crosley advert on previous page.
Small in Size and Cost—Big in Performance and Value
After two years of rigid testing, constant proving and continuous study
of the cars on the road, we now offer the new Crosley with hundreds of
changes and improvements,
These many developments include even greater economy than
heretofore. Acceleration and hill climbing ability has been stepped up as
much as 40%. A positive constant mesh self starter assures quick starting,
even on coldest mornings. Other important improvements include completely
self equalizing four wheel- brakes, large crankshaft, bigger bearings, new
and conveniently located parking brake, all of which mean for Crosley
owners, longer life, minimum service, increased satisfaction, more
conveniences. The Crosley car now takes its place as an outstanding
achievement in both passenger and commercial fields because of its
mechanical developments, its low first-cost, and its low operating costs.
Over 50 Miles on a Gallon of Gas
The amazing transcontinental run of Cannon Ball Baker in a regular
stock model Crosley car established an all-time record for economy. Baker
drove from Cincinnati to Los Angeles, back by way of New Orleans,
Jacksonville and then New York and Chicago. He covered 6517.3 miles
(10488.5 Klms .. ed ), averaging 50.4 US mpg (or 60 mpg imp, 4.7 Litres per
100 klms … ed ), proving that for passenger or for commercial use, the
lowest operating cost is now available with the Crosley.
Druggists, florists, grocers, and other businesses delivering loads up
to a quarter ton—salesmen, business men, school teachers, R.F.D carriers,
and others who want low
cost delivery and transport-ation, find the Crosley car
pays for itself in a short
time through the savings
effected. It makes an ideal
second car. Young people
love its snappy perform-ance. parents appreciate
its safety features and
excessive speed limitation.
( I guess it just doesn’t go
too fast … ed ).
pictured right is the Crosley
Farm-O-Road sourced from
‘Bring a Trailer’ ed
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The New Crosley is Here
The Crosley car's chassis had an 80-inch (203.20 cm) wheelbase and
used beam axles with leaf-springs (half-elliptic springs in front, and quarterelliptic springs in the rear).
Under the hood, a four-gallon, gravity-fed petrol tank mounted above
the motor made it possible for the car to operate without a fuel pump. The
engine was a small, air-cooled Waukesha two-cylinder boxer, much like that
of the Citroen 2CV, and had a fan as an integral part of the flywheel.
The engine was connected to a three-speed transmission that
provided power directly via a torque tube to the rear axle, eliminating the
need for joints. This arrangement was judged unreliable, and conventional
universal joints were fitted starting in 1941.
Production for 1939 was 2,017 units; however, only 422 cars were
built in 1940, but Crosley built nearly 2,300 cars in 1941.When the company
introduced its first metal-topped model, the "Liberty Sedan," for 1942, pricing
across the model range was $299 to $450.
Crosley sold a total of about 84,000 vehicles before closing down
production In 1952, but continued building engines for a while to fulfil a
government contract.
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D'ART ( the movie)

The following was taken from the Ritz Theatre’s website.
Bill Buckle (OAM), designer and engineer of the Goggomobil Dart will
join us ( Jeff, Robert, and Karl Von Moller, the director ..ed ) for a Q&A
immediately following the movie. The Dart will be on display in the Ritz foyer
before and after the film. Over a glass of red wine one evening, fine artist
Robert Clinch, and collector, Jeff Brown, postulated a fun idea, "What if we
could find a Goggomobil Dart sports-car and paint Robert's signature paper
darts on it?" And so the story begins. G, O, G-G, O! What starts as a simple
"art car" project quickly reveals itself to be a fascinating mix of art and
engineering, combining car racing, automotive design and a passion for
collecting art and fascinating objects, in one documentary.
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D'ART
Overcoming personal loss, technical issues, and looming time
constraints, Robert struggled to deliver the project in time for a major
exhibition in Melbourne. The story intertwines exhaustive technical
investigation and countless hours of fastidious hand-painting within a
historical context, of how the car was designed and marketed in Australia, to
produce a truly unique objet d'art. In an era where car manufacturing in
Australia has come to an end, perhaps this project memorialises that change.
Robert's work often depicts industrial decay, evolution and perhaps
the D'ART project is an uplifting and engaging reflection of the change in our
motoring history. Ultimately, the project celebrates "fun" and is a wild ride
through Australian popular culture. Featuring the car's designer Bill Buckle,
enduring actors Tommy Dysart & his wife Joan Brockenshire, who made it a
household catchphrase, and the legacy of the Joseph Brown collection, this
amusing documentary is supported by some of Australia's pre-eminent art &
car professionals and collectors.
CAST…. Robert Clinch, Jeff Brown, Bill Buckle, Tommy Dysart, Joan
Brockenshire, David Thomas, Lauraine Diggins, Gerard Vaughan, Annie
Brown, Bill Hemming, Paul Faulkner, Michael Schoenfeld and Beverley
Clinch. DIRECTOR… Karl von Möller
The Sydney Premiere was held on Sunday 22nd Sept. Representing
the MCSC were club members, Bill Buckle, Vic Fenech and John Renshaw.
Vic and his brother Greg (pictured below) have recently bought a few
boxes of Goggo Dart bits and pieces and came to the movie to get motivated
to produce a magnificent ‘new’ Dart from what they have in the boxes. The
movie showed what total dedication and professionalism ( and the odd $ )
can achieve, and to this end, the Fenech family are now committed. The
movie and Q & A made for a memorable evening which we all enjoyed. ed
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A Few Aussie Haflingers

Above is the recently
put back on the road
( in original condition )
Haflinger Ute by Bruce
Emerton. Photo shows
it at the recent Eastern
Creek, Shannons event.
John Saunders sent this
photo of his Haflinger,
doing what all Haflinger
fathers should be doing
with the kids in the bush
( hanging on tight, and
enjoying the ride ).
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A Few Aussie Haflingers
In the previous edition of this magazine you saw Rick Krassoi’s latest,
almost completed Haflinger restoration. ( there has been maybe half a dozen to
date) Rick has sent in these photos of an earlier Australian Army restoration, and
you can see he is pretty good at it and getting better all the time. After many years of
research he now knows where to get the elusive parts. This year 2019 is the 60 th
anniversary of the quirky Austrian Haflinger, a tiny 635kg, 4 x 4 utility vehicle,
powered by a rear mounted 643 cc twin cylinder horizontally opposed air-cooled
engine. Originally generating 24 bhp it increased to 30 bhp in 1967 after local
Melbourne assembly in 1966, (which lasted about 10 years). Amazingly it was
capable of climbing gradients of 67% and side slopes of 45%, aided by twin locked
differentials. One serious limitation was a top speed of only 75 km/hr, but then it was
not designed for touring on the open road. Global production ceased in 1985. ed
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MICROS at the Clarendon Machinery, Truck & Hobby Show,
presented by the Sydney Antique Machinery Club Inc. 21 Sept

(Gazelle), Topolino, Prinz, Haflinger, Messerschmitt, (Holden)
It started with just one, but we ended up with 4 Micros at Clarendon,
and what an event it was. The Clarendon Classic,(Machine, Truck and Hobby
Show ) held at the Hawkesbury Showground incorporates the Model and
Hobby show, the Kenworth Klassic Truck Show, and Steam Train rides from
Richmond by the Lachlan Valley Railway.
The LVR is a not for profit organisation established in 1974, and
based in Cowra NSW. It moves locomotives and carriages all around regional
NSW and did have some ‘garaging’ facilities at a siding at West Ryde.
This is an amazing meeting of anything that moves, and covered
many acres, featuring hundreds of concours and older trucks, tractors,
traction vehicles and standalone machines. Also there were areas for
hobbies, ( model cars, boats, miniature railways etc ) to be set up some in a
building, and others on the grass. Quite a number of remote controlled trucks
and other vehicles in their typical working environment. MCSC participants
were Graham Sims, John Renshaw, Bruce Emerton, and Fred Diwell…..ed
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MICROS at the Clarendon Machinery, Truck & Hobby Show,
presented by the Sydney Antique Machinery Club Inc. 21 Sept

Experience from Fred…….the day started off as usual, getting out of bed
etc but wasn’t to continue that way!
Down at Clarendon the Classic Machinery Rally in conjunction with
Lachlan Valley Railway society running steam Locomotive 3265 between
Richmond and Mulgrave was calling to me.
This year’s theme; Working Antique Machinery over 100 years old and
Vehicles including Fiat etc. Also incorporated was the Kenworth Klassic Truck
Show and the Model and Hobby Show. Old double-decker buses were there
to ferry people between Richmond and the Rally.
Setting off in fine spirit, the Schmitt running and idling well hit the
random breath test at Wilberforce. After 20 minutes of car explanations;
inspection, fast talking, I was able to continue on my way *. The police were
either being kind or forgot the breath test, check log book or licence!
In the display area joined the rest of our club display in row four, along
with an outsiders Minivan. Walking round inspecting the stalls, displays of
steam traction engines stumbled upon the truck area display. Couldn’t really
miss it, it was a huge area of monsters! Taking care not to damage any of
them moved my Messerschmitt between two of the smallest trucks! as
comparison… these with their wheels being polished ready for judging in the
shiniest wheels competition. Around midday John and I took the steam train
ride, going between Clarendon / Richmond this shortened from going to
Mulgrave due to a points problem and the normal train service not running to
schedule. Lunch burgers partaken at Oporto I proceeded home after an
interesting and special day. I recommend all to get your microcars out more
often for fun times, drives, days etc. 13 * see next mag for enlightenment !

Mighty Boy from Petrol to Electric back in 2009
The conversion of the Suzuki to Electric drive was quite a job and also very
satisfying to finally sit in it and take off with so little sound.

The 48 volt club car motor I purchased on eBay was directly coupled
to existing gear box so the clutch was retained, this eliminated the need to
reverse the motor electrically.
The battery charger and voltage converter were fitted in the front
above the motor as was the controller and back up battery for the lights etc.
I bought six batteries each eight volts and 110 amp hours so in series they
produced 48 volts. The six batteries were fitted behind the seat so the rear
compartment of the Ute was still used to carry cargo.
The car when finished was inspected and given the all clear by an
engineer and then taken to a testing station for a blue slip so it could be reregistered. Registering the Suzuki which was a feat in itself because Gosford
registry had never registered a fully electric car as yet and the concept of
having a vehicle with only 3.1 horsepower was daunting in the least.
I only kept the car for a few weeks, because it was too slow for the
area we live in at only 45 kilometres per hour and walking speed up hills.

I sold it over the internet at Trueant.com.au for $5,000.00 to an invalid person
in Adelaide who only needed it for short trips to the shops and the local club.
……..Tony Vanden Hoogan, President of the Uralla Auto Club Inc
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Mighty Boy from Petrol to Electric back in 2009
Real men don’t need special tools, they can rely on that 24th
Chromosome ( the inate mechanical ability gene to get them through the
most complex mechanical problem !! ) ….ed

Tony Vanden Hoogan, President of the Uralla Auto Club Inc
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1960 Fesztival 300cc
Made in Hungary

This 2 seater with a 300cc Isetta engine was inspired by the American fin
tailed retro-future design. The size was however humble!!!!!!!, 315 cm in
length, 115 cm high
Probably only 2 cars made

###############################################################
The Irish are always the first ones to come to the aid of their fellow man
...Shortly after take-off on an outbound, evening Aer Lingus flight
from Dublin to Boston, the lead flight attendant nervously made the following
painful announcement in her lovely Irish brogue:
"Ladies and gentlemen, I'm so very sorry, but it appears that there has
been a terrible mix-up by our catering service. I don't know how this has
happened, but we have 103 passengers on board, and unfortunately, we
received only 40 dinner meals. I truly apologise for this mistake and
inconvenience."
When the muttering of the passengers had died down, she continued,
"Anyone who is kind enough to give up their meal so that someone
else can eat, will receive free and unlimited drinks for the duration of our 10
hour flight." Her next announcement came about 2 hours later: "If anyone is
hungry, we still have 40 dinners available." …..sent in by Pedr
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SYDNEY GERMAN AUTOFEST 2019
Held at Gough Whitlam Park ( Tempe ), this event is traditionally the
time when the 5 Majors get together with impeccable German precision to
judge the best in their various marque and model categories. Each year the
number of ‘rare marques’, such as DKW, Borgward, Micros etc have reduced
their numbers, but for no obvious reason. This year saw a continuation of the
trend, and although there were to be a possible 5 Micros, Just a Prinz and a
Heinkel were there to take attention from the Mercs, Beamers, VeeDubs,
Audis and Porsches. Oh and one very nice Borgward Isabella, (whose owner
also has a few Micros) was privileged to park with us on the day.

Photo to the right shows Graham Sims ,
shortly after arriving at the presentation area
to receive his MCSC trophy for ‘Best Micro’ .
After a bit of soul searching Graham
felt it was maybe not a great idea to travel
about 70 klms in hectic Sunday traffic in the
red beasty ( from way up north to way down
south of Sydney and chose to trailer it instead.
Despite only being two micros on display, many spectators and other entrants showed a strong interest in the non big 5’s 17….ed

It is said that by looking at the past we can help predict the future.
We also know that there are very few truly new inventions, as most things
have been tried before, or are developments of existing products or
systems. So what will the future of microcars be?
We know that all things move in cycles. Train travel was very
popular up to about 1950, after which there was a slow decline while car
travel rose in popularity. In the last 10 years we have seen a resurgence in
train travel. The same applies to other forms of transport, such as bicycles.
It is therefore not unreasonable that the same will apply to very small cars.
Whilst bubble cars and other microcars were born out of austerity
and a lack of supply from large manufacturers, so microcars will reappear
driven by legislation and high energy cost. We have seen horse powered
vehicles being banned in cities back in the early part of the 20 century, to be
replaced with electric vehicles, followed by petrol driven vehicles, followed
by Diesel driven vehicles. Already we can see the legislative push to ban all
new petrol and Diesel vehicles by 2030/2040 depending upon which country
you live in. This means that electric and human powered vehicles will
dominate the domestic and commercial transportation availability again in
years to come.
The consequences of the greater use of electricity will mean every
new home designed will have its own charging point for a vehicle, possibly
integrated with solar panels. By using solar panels to charge vehicle
batteries by day and grid charging by night, the total electrical grid capacity
will need to be increased by between 15 and 20% from present day supply
levels. Energy costs will only ever get higher, meaning that we will all be
more aware of how much energy we consume in our day to day lives.
This will result in vehicles becoming lighter and smaller, reducing
energy use. The days of diving around in a 2 ton 4x4 will become history,
even if they are all electric. The development of cars that can drive
themselves and respond to commands from the owner and other vehicles
around them, will mean that eventually once all human controlled vehicles
are banned from the roads, there will be no need for a driving licence.
Anybody, able bodied or not, will be able to call up and instruct a
vehicle to take them to another destination. Another consequence of
vehicles that drive themselves will be that all road signs will become
redundant. However, cyclists and motorcyclists will still need some road
signs to help them as they are unlikely to become self driving.The incidence
of human powered means of transport, which may be assisted by electric
motors, will become more popular, especially as more and more people
work from home and commute less and less. The result will be short trips
which may well be undertaken in fully enclosed three or four wheeled
cycles. Local goods may well be delivered on special electric assisted cargo
bikes. These are already used in Switzerland to deliver the post.
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For those who choose to own their own personal transport, they will be
able to instruct their vehicle to take them to a cafe or similar venue and return
home, for a battery top up, and then return when called to pick them up. An
alternative could be for the owners to go for a walk in the country starting at
one point and collecting them when called at another location many miles
away.
Others may well choose to join a club or co-operative, whereby
vehicles are shared and a suitably sized vehicle booked for a specific journey,
which may be for taking the children to school, or attending the doctors or
hospital. The ability to choose a variety of sized vehicles may well be a reason
for not owning your own vehicle, especially if you live in a crowded city. For
long distance travel trains integrated with all other forms of transport, look to
be one solution. But train travel does not suit all situations.
Moving house from say one city to another would be better done in a
van. Very long-distance travel may well remain the domain of air travel, even
though we know that they are frowned upon by environmentalists for their
pollution levels. We know that anything new tends to be tried on something
small, before it expands to an accepted level. The same will apply to the next
generation of Personal Electric Autonomous Transport models (PEAT),
otherwise known as microcars. The Microcar lives on.
Below shows a range of pedal and electric assisted Velomobiles at the
SPEZI 2019 Special Bike Show in Germany…..
Chris Thomas’ article from RUMCAR magazine..Summer ( UK ) 2019
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Shannons Eastern Creek Classic August 17th
Since the Australia Day Car event moved from the City of Sydney,
( with the huge crowds, and multiple activities and entertainments, both on the
harbour and in the streets around the rocks, and Macquarie Street ), to the city
of Parramatta, Eastern Creek has become our most popular event for
members to attend. Our display was a little light on due to 5 vehicles being
displayed on pitt straight as part of the 60th anniversary of the Goggo Dart.

Photo above shows the four Darts
and the Carryall of Don Mould, Bob and
Cathy Billiards, and Bill Buckle. This display
was to celebrate GOGGO Dart’s 60th
birthday
To the right we have Kevin Sheehan
dressed appropriately to do a little maintenance while his ‘work of art’ was standing still.
The traditional drive around the racetrack
( almost in formation ) went according to
plan, although, the GOGGO contingent
went with their friends from pitt straight, not
being able to leave their area when the
MCSC group went around.
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Shannons Eastern Creek Classic August 17th
Photos are from Don Mould, Bob Billiards and Kevin Sheehan

The MCSC Best and Fairest award …..
….for the Australian Scooter Mille (our sponsored trophy) was won this year
by Alan Dyer from Adelaide. The Mille was held in SA this year and Alan
unfortunately seized his Lambretta GP early on day one, to his credit – once
the RAA Breakdown service had returned him and his scooter home , he
kindly returned to Goolwa in his van and proceeded to drive the route acting
as back up and scooter retrieval , this epitomised the spirit of the Mille event
and thus the trophy was awarded
The attached photo shows Alan being presented with the trophy by
the events main organisers, Fleur James (left) and Nicky Hussey (right)
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How Many ‘BEAT the BLUE’ ? ( 8th September )
Sunday Night from 6.00 till 11.00 pm, some of Sydney’s best Highway
Patrol officers in cars ranging from BMW 530d, Chrysler 300 SRT, Falcon
XR6 Turbo, and Holden’s 6.2 litre Commodore SS, invited Sydney locals with
high performance or exotic cars to match their driving skills on a skid pan at
Sydney’s MotorSport Park. Around 100 of these accepted the offer, with a
further 100 - 200 entering their pride and joy in the ‘show and shine’ for these
categories of vehicle. Entrants paid a fee to compete / display and proceeds
went to the police charity to support families of police killed on duty.
Not a race as normally seen at ( Eastern Creek) Sydney MotorSport
Park, but a test of skill and speed in keeping your car under control in a wet
oval track with twists and curves at each end, delimited by witches’ hats.
Results varied, but police finished the night with about 2/3 of the races, when
many of the competitors skidded or spun out. Police and competitors started
at opposite side of the oval, similar to teams of cyclists in velodromes.
Below are some of the thousands of enthusiasts ( a cold night ! )
spectators.

Ben McDonald’s magnificently prepared 2005 BMW 330ci managed a
mention as runner up for the “Top Euro” class.
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How Many ‘BEAT the BLUE’ ? ( 8th September )
Representing The Boys in Blue

One of the 100 (+\-) car lovers competing with vehicles

Both above photos and information below are from David McCowen’s
article in the Daily Telegraph’s motoring section on Sept 13
‘Beat the Blue’ was the dreamchild of Senior Constable Steven
Planinic and supported enthusiastically by Senior Constable Jared
Richardson, both of whom are performance vehicle owners and enthusiasts.
On the night, more officers with Highway Patrol Commander Michael Carboy
volunteered their time and expertise to ensure a great success for this
fledgling event. With a bit of luck, this will become a regular event, and
improve both road safety and police image……
ed
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195.
ISSN 2206 8880 Web site, www.microcarandscooterclub.org
Correspondence C/o MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081.
President:
Scooter President
Secretary:
Treasurer & M’ship
Magazine Editor:

John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666, <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au>
Andy Jackson, <ozlambretta@gmail.com> ph 0406 752 533
Douglas Kennedy, ph 02 9456 0341, <douglaskennedy@internode.on.net>
Allen Wall, 0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com>
John Renshaw, (proof reader Graham Sims )

Webmaster:

Andy Jackson …. see above

Magazine Support:
all MCSC members
Mag prodn/distn
John Renshaw & Allen Wall……. See above
Events registrar
: Niko Satria 0422 922 031 with a request for input from all members
Events facilitator:
Vic Fenech, 0417 677 003, along with committee/member collaboration.
Research officer:
Douglas Kennedy, contact as above.
Spare parts adviser:
Fred Diwell, 02 4565 0219, e-mail microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au>
Club plate register
& inspector:
Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 0417 267 173
CMC delegates:
Allen Wall, Peter Luks, Vic Fenech, and Andy Jackson
Public officer:
Allen Wall.
The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars and
Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the Arena
Sports Club ( was the Greyhound Club), Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month
starting at 8.00 p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate
with similar clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from
our state delegates or web site:








Victoria: Paul Lucas at Mornington, 03 5975 7203.
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove 07 3356 5828.
Tasmania: John Barrass at Newstead 03 6333 0544.
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki 08 9397 6315.
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview 08 8262 3033.
Queensland Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist) 0438 883 201.
Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two stroke
club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in Perth WA,
Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September,
and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 10th of the month prior to
publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine out on time.
Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at very modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB 633000. East
Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments section so we
know who it’s from.
During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the editor
makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and accepts no
liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it. The above applies equally to our website
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates,
technical details and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2019 MCSC.
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